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Simulations of denuded-zone formation during growth on surfaces with anisotropic diffusion

C. Ebner, K.-B. Park, J.-F. Nielsen, and J. P. Pelz*
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~Received 26 April 2003; published 9 December 2003!

We have investigated the formation of denuded zones during epitaxial growth on surfaces exhibiting aniso-
tropic diffusion of adparticles, such as Si(001)-231, using Monte Carlo simulations and a continuum model.
In both the simulations, which were mainly for low-temperature cases~small critical clusters!, and the con-
tinuum model, appropriate for high-temperature cases~large critical clusters!, it was found that the ratio of
denuded-zone widthsWf andWs in the fast- and slow-diffusion directions scales with the ratioD f /Ds of the
diffusion constants in the two directions with a power of 1/2, i.e.,Wf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

1/2, independent of various
conditions including the degree of diffusion anisotropy. This supplies the foundation of a method for extracting
the diffusion anisotropy from the denuded zone anisotropy which is experimentally measurable. Further, we
find that unequal probabilities of a diffusing particle sticking to different types of step edges@e.g.,SA andSB

steps on Si~001!# does not affect the relationWf /Ws'(D f /Ds)
1/2 seriously unless the smaller of the two

sticking probabilities is less than about 0.1. Finally, we examined the relation between the number of steps and
the number of sites visited in anisotropic random walks, finding it is better described by a crossover from
one-dimensional to two-dimensional behavior than by scaling behavior with a single exponent. This result has
bearing on scaling arguments relating denuded-zone widths to diffusion constants for anisotropic diffusion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.245404 PACS number~s!: 68.43.Jk, 68.55.Ac, 68.43.De
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface diffusion is a central kinetic factor in the evol
tion of surface morphology during growth and processing
materials. As semiconductor technology gives rise to e
smaller devices, the importance of surfaces plays a stea
expanding role. On many semiconductor surfaces, suc
the technologically important Si~001! surface, diffusion is
significantly anisotropic, giving rise to a need to understa
both the degree and implications of such behavior. In t
paper we present numerical simulations of a model of isl
nucleation and growth on a flat terrace. The model is c
structed with the Si~001! surface subjected to a rain of S
atoms in mind. In addition, an analytic model of islan
nucleation on a terrace under the same circumstance
studied.

Earlier work on this topic includes the investigations
Mo et al.1–3 dealing with the low-temperature limit with
‘‘critical cluster size’’ equal to 2, i.e., conditions such that
stable island can nucleate by the meeting of just two diff
ing ‘‘adparticles.’’ We use the term adparticle here beca
the diffusing species on Si~001! could be a single Si atom1 or
a Si dimer.3–7 Mo et al.1 suggested that the diffusion aniso
ropy D f /Ds ~whereD f and Ds are the diffusion constant
along the fast and slow directions, respectively! could be
quantified by measuring the relative width of the fast a
slow ‘‘denuded zones’’Wf andWs , these being regions clos
to a step at a terrace boundary where relatively few isla
nucleate when the step is oriented perpendicular to the
and slow-diffusion directions, respectively. Recently, sc
ning tunneling microscopy~STM! has been used to directl
monitor diffusion anisotropy by following the motions o
individual diffusing adparticles at low growth
temperatures.7,8 However, this technique is so far not app
cable at higher temperatures where most semicondu
0163-1829/2003/68~24!/245404~10!/$20.00 68 2454
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growth and processing is done and where diffusion is
rapid for existing STM’s to follow. Hence it remains usef
to study diffusion anisotropy indirectly through the inves
gation of denuded zones.

In this paper we reexamine the relation between diffus
anisotropy and the relative size of the denuded zones in
directions of fast and slow diffusion for the following thre
reasons.

First, in Refs. 1–3 it was argued that the denuded-z
width W should be proportional to a power of the diffusio
constantD, W}Da wherea51/6 for isotropic diffusion in
two dimensions anda51/4 for one-dimensional or highly
anisotropic two-dimensional diffusion. It was further su
gested thatWf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

b whereb is the same asa,
i.e., b should vary between 1/6 in the isotropic limit and 1
in the anisotropic limit. By contrast, our Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations of diffusion in two dimensions in the sma
critical-cluster limit display an exponentb close to 1/2 inde-
pendent of a wide variety of conditions including the degr
of anisotropy of the diffusion. This is a significant differenc
in particular for any attempt to determine the degree of
isotropy of the diffusion from measurements of the denud
zone widths.

Second, we have developed and numerically solved
analytic model of cluster nucleation based on the work
Theis and Tromp9 which is applicable in the high-
temperature limit where the critical cluster size is mu
larger than 2, and which is relatively difficult to study wit
MC techniques because of the necessary size of the sim
tion cell and length of the simulations. This model also giv
clearly an exponentb close to 1/2 but does not so far allo
for the observation of the growth of clusters once nucleat
In addition we have done a few representative MC simu
tions in the large-critical-cluster regime, finding results co
sistent with an exponentb'1/2.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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Third, we wished to revisit the scaling arguments used
Mo et al.1 to determine how denuded-zone widths scale w
diffusion constant and diffusion anisotropy, and from whi
the exponentsa51/6 for isotropic diffusion anda51/4 for
highly anisotropic diffusion were predicted. These arg
ments, and later ones by Pimpinelliet al.,10 were based in
part on the assumption that the number of sitesNv visited by
a random walker as a function of the number of stepsNs in
the walk scales asNv;Ns

d/2 , where the effective dimensio
d varies fromd52 for isotropic diffusion tod51 in the
anisotropic limit. More precisely, both Moet al. and Pimp-
inelli et al. usedNv;(Dt)d/2 where D is a diffusion con-
stant. As pointed out by Moet al., while this relation is
strictly true in one-dimensional diffusion, in two dimensio
the correct relation isNv;Ns / ln(Ns). Their assumption is
that the logarithmic correction is not important for larg
enoughNs . However, our simulations of the island nucl
ation and growth process consistently produced a value oa
that is 10–15% larger than 1/6 for isotropic diffusion in tw
dimensions. We argue that this discrepancy is a consequ
of the logarithmic term in the relation betweenNv andNs .
More generally, for anisotropic diffusion we find that th
dependence ofNv andD on Ns is better described as across-
over behavior from strict one-dimensional~1D! to 2D diffu-
sion ~at a value ofNs where the probability of the walke
having taken one step in the slow direction approaches un!
rather than as true scaling behavior with an effectived be-
tween 1 and 2.

II. SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS

The primary purpose of these simulations is to study
dependence of the relative denuded-zone widthr w5Wf /Ws
on the diffusion-anisotropy ratior D5D f /Ds . The model
treats particles on a two-dimensionalN3N square lattice,
typically with N51000. The particles are placed random
on lattice sites at a steady rateR particles per site, starting a
time t50 and continuing until timet0 at which point no
further particles are deposited. Thus the number of mono
ers deposited isf 5Rt0 and is typically on the order of 0.01
ML ~monolayer!. Once deposited, a particle engages in
random walk in which steps are made to nearest-neigh
lattice sites. The walks can be anisotropic in that the pr
ability of a step in one direction~the fast direction!, desig-
nated as thex direction, may be greater than the probabil
of a step in the other direction~the slow direction! which is
the y direction.

The simplest scheme employed for the diffusion proc
is as follows: When walkers encounter each other, they
to form an immobile island. When a walker encounters
edge of the system, it is removed, and when a walker
counters an island, it is incorporated into that island. T
walks are continued until no mobile particles are left. A
island is treated as a point object, occupying a single lat
site. Variants of this scheme have been investigated. Spe
cally, an island may be given a finite extent, covering a nu
ber of lattice sites equal to the number of particles it co
tains. Simulations have been done to investigate
consequences of finite islands anisotropic in shape. In a
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tion we have studied the consequences of having a stic
coefficientp smaller than unity for particles moving in th
fast direction, meaning that when a particle encounter
wall, island, or another diffusing particle when moving in th
fast direction, it adheres to that object with probabilityp.

For a given set of conditions, simulations were repea
3000–10 000 times and the results averaged. The densi
islands was computed and found to be essentially unifo
throughout the middle of the terrace and to decrease mo
tonically to zero at the edges. The denuded-zone width
determined from the criterion that the island density be,
the edge of the denuded zone, 60% of its value at the ce
of the terrace. Other possible criteria were examined~such as
an island density equal to 50% or 70% of its central valu!
and were found to be essentially equivalent as regards
relative size of the denuded zones whenp51. Typical island
density profiles close to the edge of the terrace in the fast
slow directions are shown in Fig. 1 for a simulation wi
r D59. The abscissa measures the position in units of
terrace size and the ordinate shows the island density rela
to the density at the center. The denuded zone is wider in
fast direction than in the slow direction.

Figure 2 displays the island densityni ~islands per site! in
the central region of the terrace as a function ofD f ; D f is
expressed in arbitrary units such thatD f51 corresponds to
the smallest diffusion constant simulated. Results are sh
for r D51, 4, 9, 99, and 999; the island density increas
with increasingr D at givenD f and is typically of the order
of 1023. As D f increases, the results approach straight lin
as in the simulations of Moet al.1 The slope~on a log-log
plot! of the results for isotropic diffusion is about 0.30 at th
largest D f simulated and appears to be approaching
asymptotic value of 1/3 predicted in Ref. 1. However, th
prediction is based on the relationNv;Ns which neglects
the logarithmic term; one should expect to find a sligh
larger slope than 1/3 unless the simulations are exceedi
long.

There are two important parameters in the simulatio
which may be taken as the ratioQf of the fast-diffusion rate

FIG. 1. The island densities~relative to the central density! in
the fast and the slow directions are shown as a function of
distance from the edge of the cell for a case withr D59 and a
typical D f . The denuded-zone is wider in the fast direction.
4-2
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to the deposition rate,Qf5D f /R, and the diffusion-
anisotropy ratior D5D f /Ds . In the simulations we fixR and
soQf}D f . In the following we will describe results as func
tions of r D andD f . We have typically done simulations us
ing 1<r D<104 andD f with a relative range of 1:512. Th
limitations on the simulations are as follows: First, for sm
D f and/or larger D , denuded-zone widths, especially in th
slow direction, become very small, comparable to a latt
spacing, and, second, for largeD f , denuded-zone widths
especially in the fast direction, approach the size of the
tice. For a 100031000 lattice and an assumed Si~001! site
spacing of 3.84 Å, the simulation cell corresponds to a
race not much more than 1/3mm on a side, considerabl
smaller than the terraces in some experiments which dis
denuded zones of linear extent on the order of a sev
micrometers at higher temperatures;11 see, for example, Fig
10. Also, the critical cluster size in the high temperature
periments is believed to be much larger than 2. Hence
simulations described here are most appropriate for comp
son with lower-temperature experiments such as those of
et al.1–3 Nevertheless, one may expect that certain qualita
features of the observed behavior at higher temperatu
such as the manner in which the denuded-zone widths
with D f and r D , will be accurately reflected in the simula
tions.

Consider the dependence ofWf on D f for fixed r D . Fig-
ure 3 shows results forWf /N as a function ofD f . The
different points are forr D equal to 1, 4, 9, 99, 999, and 999
for given D f , Wf increases with increasingr D .

The solid lines, included for reference purposes, h
slopes~on a log-log plot! of 1/6 and 1/4, which describe th
behavior predicted in Ref. 1 for isotropic (r D51) and
strictly 1D (r D→`) diffusion. Our simulation results for the
isotropic system (j) fit quite well a line of slope 0.19, al
most 14% larger than 1/6. As mentioned earlier, we beli
the deviation of the simulation results from the predicti
comes about because the latter assumes thatNv;Ns in an
isotropic two-dimensional random walk. The more corre
relation Nv;Ns / ln(Ns) can be reasonably approximated

FIG. 2. The island density~islands/site! is plotted againstD f

~arbitrary units! for diffusion anisotropiesr D of 1 (j), 4 (h), 9
(d), 99 (s), and 999 (m).
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}Ns only if Ns is very large. More precisely, one has fro
this relation a slopem5d@ ln(Nv)#/d@ln(Ns)#'121/ln(Ns)
which approaches unity very slowly asNs becomes large.
For example, we see thatm varies from about 0.89 forNs
5104 to just 0.95 even forNs5108. We have made separat
simulations of isotropic and anisotropic 2D random wa
and found they are consistent with these estimates form in
the isotropic case. If these values ofm are used in the dimen
sional argument of Ref. 1, the result isWf;D f

a with a
'0.186 for Ns5104, and a'0.175 for Ns5108. The rel-
evant question is, what is the typical number of steps
walker makes in the diffusion process before hitting anot
object? For an isotropic 2D walker this is roughly~but sub-
ject to the logarithmic correction! the inverse density of is-
lands in units of islands per site.1 In our simulations the
island density is typically in the vicinity of 1023 as indicated
by Fig. 2, implying that a diffusing particle must visit som
103 sites before being absorbed into a cluster. That is a ra
short walk, andNv is significantly less than proportional t
Ns which is reflected in the value ofa extracted from the
simulations.

In the case of highly anisotropic diffusion, e.g.,r D
59999, one can see from Fig. 3 that the system does no
behave as though the walk were strictly 1D in that the slo
of log(Wf) against log(Df) is still smaller than 1/4. We have
done separate simulations of a strictly 1D system and fo
that the results are best fit by a line of slope 0.256 which
regard as consistent with the prediction. We will retu
shortly to the question of why even ther D59999 case does
not appear to quite reach the true 1D limit.

In previous studies,1,10 scaling arguments were made u
ing an effective dimensiond between 1 and 2, whose precis
value should be related to the degree of anisotropy. Th
arguments were based in large part on the assumptionNv
;Ns

d/2 for an anisotropic 2D random walk. However, o
simulations suggest that in fact the dependence ofNv on Ns
for an anisotropic 2D random walk is better described b
crossover from strict 1D behavior (Nv;Ns

1/2) for smallNs to

FIG. 3. The width of the denuded zone in the fast direction,
units of the total width of the system, is shown as a function ofD f

~arbitrary units! for diffusion anisotropies of 1 (j), 4 (h), 9 (d),
99 (s), 999 (m), and 9999 (n). Lines of slope~on a log-log plot!
1/6 and 1/4 are included for purposes of comparison.
4-3
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isotropic 2D behavior@Nv;Ns / ln(Ns)# for largeNs . In Fig.
4 we showNv vs.Ns for walks with r D equal to~from top to
bottom! 1, 4, 9, 99, 999, and 9999. Lines of slope~on a
log-log plot! 1/2 and unity are included for reference pu
poses. One can see that for the isotropic case (r D51) the
slope~on a log-log plot! of the data is significantly less tha
unity for the largestNs shown ~about 106), which as dis-
cussed above is a consequence of the ln(Ns) term in the ex-
pressionNv;Ns / ln(Ns). One can also see that for the high
anisotropic walks,Nv is roughly proportional toNs

1/2 for
small Ns , but eventually changes to essentially isotropic
behavior at sufficiently largeNs . The crossover value is
given roughly byNs* 'r D5D f /Ds , which corresponds to
the average number of steps the walker must take befo
takes a single step in the slow direction. More precisely, a
clear from the curvature of the data shown in Fig. 4, o
cannot regard, for any degree of anisotropy,Nv as being
proportional to some power ofNs and so should not expec
perfect scaling or power-law behavior ofWf with D f . Hence
the numbers given above fora must be regarded as approx
mations based on an estimate of the relevant local beha
of Nv as a function ofNs , that behavior being determined b
the length of a typical walk before a particle is absorbed. T
arrows at the bottom Fig. 4 indicateNs* for r D599 (d), 999
(h), and 9999 (j), and appear to predict well where the
datasets show a distinct change in slope. We suggest
following physical explanation for this crossover behavi
Initially ~for Ns,Ns* ) the walker is likely to remain on the
same atomic rowwhere it started, soNv is described well by
the strict 1D limit, Nv;Ns

1/2. But once the walker takes
single step in the slow direction, it has access to a new
of unvisited sites and henceNv increases more rapidly tha
Ns

1/2. For Ns@Ns* , the number ofnew atomic rowsvisited
increases asNs as for an isotropic walker~albeit with a re-
duced prefactor! in two dimensions, and henceNv eventually
scales as in the isotropic limit.

Returning to Fig. 3, we noted earlier that even for t

FIG. 4. The number of sites visited is plotted against the num
of steps in anisotropic two-dimensional random walks with relat
probability of steps in thex andy directions equal to 1 (n), 4 (m),
9 (s), 99 (d), 999 (h), and 9999 (j). Lines of slope~on a
log-log plot! 1/2 and 1 are included for comparison.
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most highly anisotropic case simulated (r D59999), the data
do not quite reach the strict 1D scaling behavior. We belie
that this is because the typical number of stepsNs a walker
must take before being incorporated in an island or reach
the wall is sufficiently large thatNv is not strictly propor-
tional to Ns

1/2 and so still shows remnants of 2D behavior.
the island density is around 1023, which is typical, then
some 103 sites will be visited by a diffusing particle. From
Fig. 4 one can see that the correspondingNs , for r D
59999, is around 53104, well beyond the number~about
104) at which the crossover from one- to two-dimension
behavior occurs. Thus there are still remnants of 2D beha
present in the island nucleation process. In a real hi
temperature growth experiment11 the typical number of steps
taken by an adparticle is likely to be larger still, and hen
we do not expect any nucleation-related quantity to be w
described by true 1D behavior even for extremely ani
tropic diffusion.

We describe next the behavior of the ratior w5Wf /Ws as
a function of r D5D f /Ds . In brief, we find thatr w is not
much different fromr D

1/2, independent ofD f . This point is
simply made by plotting log(rw)/log(rD) againstr D . Figure 5
is such a plot using ten values ofD f ~the same as the one
shown in Fig. 3! at each of four values ofr D which are 4, 9,
99, and 999. The plot strongly supports the notion thatr w is
equal tor D

b whereb is close to 1/2; the simulations actual
give on average a value slightly larger than 1/2, and
deviations from 1/2 are typically larger asr D increases. In
this limit Ws is very small relative to the size of the cell an
hence becomes difficult to determine with high precisi
from our simulations. Most of the data points in the figu
have an uncertainty on the order of 0.01 which comes ma
from determining the average width of the denuded zo
from many individual simulations. The uncertainty is som
what larger for cases of larger D and smallD f since thenWs
is particularly small and the relative uncertainty inWs cor-
respondingly large.

We have done further simulations designed to test in c

r
e

FIG. 5. The logarithm ofr w divided by the logarithm ofr D is
shown as a function ofr D for D f51(j), 2 (h), 4 (d), 8 (s), 16
(m), 32 (n), 64 (.), 128 (¹), 256 (l), 512 (L) in arbitrary
units.
4-4
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tain respects how robust are the results just described.
such set of simulations employs anisotropic islands of fin
size. Each mobile particle encountering an island is incor
rated into the island, increasing its area by one lattice s
We have looked at two cases, one of which is to make
islands anisotropic with~on average! a linear size in the slow
direction which is twice as large as that in the fast directi
reflecting approximately what is observed in experiments
Si~001! at relatively high temperature. The second, and m
extreme, case is to make each island’s size in the fast d
tion just one lattice site in extent while its length in the slo
direction is equal to the number of particles in the islan
This is closer to the observed low-temperature Si~001! be-
havior.

In both cases there is not much effect relative to what
have presented for point islands. Figure 6 showsWf /N vs.
D f for the more extreme case of one-dimensional islan
with ~from bottom to top! r D51, 4, 9, 99, and 999. One ca
see from comparison with Fig. 3~the various symbols corre
spond to the samer D in both figures and the straight lines
both figures are the same! that there is almost no qualitativ
consequence of allowing highly anisotropic islands. It is
case that for a given set of parameters, the denuded-
widths are somewhat smaller for the 1D islands as compa
with point islands reflecting the fact that point islands pres
smaller targets to the diffusing species, thereby allowing p
ticles on average to travel farther before being absorbed

Figure 7 displays log(rw)/log(rD) againstr D for ten values
of D f in the limit of one-dimensional islands and may
compared directly with Fig. 5 which presents the same e
ties for point islands. One sees very little real differen
between the two cases, which supports the contention
even very anisotropic islands do not give rise to results fob
much different from 1/2. The uncertainty of the data points
again of the order of 0.01 as in Fig. 5 and it has the sa
tendency to be largest for larger D and smallD f .

The resultr w'r D
1/2 is significantly different from the re-

FIG. 6. For the case of extremely anisotropic~one-dimensional!
islands, the width of the denuded-zone in the fast direction, in u
of the total width of the system, is shown as a function ofD f

~arbitrary units! for diffusion anisotropies of 1 (j), 4 (h), 9 (d),
99 (s), and 999 (m). Lines of slope~on a log-log plot! 1/6 and 1/4
are included for purposes of comparison.
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sult of Mo, et al.,1 based on a dimensional analysis, whi
predicts an exponent ofb'1/4 ~for extreme anisotropic dif-
fusion! to 1/6 ~isotropic diffusion! instead of 1/2. This has
strong consequences for any attempt to extract the r
D f /Ds from measurements of the denuded-zone widths.
example, if the measured ratior w'4, we would conclude
that r D'16 instead of being between about 250 and 40
We believe the origin of this discrepancy is that Mo,et al.,1

apparently assumed adifferent adparticle lifetime~before in-
corporation into an island or a step! for fast diffusion as
compared with slow diffusion. In fact for a given growt
condition there is only a single adatom lifetime that depen
on both diffusion constants~although it is actually dominated
by fast diffusion for highly anisotropic cases!. We also note
that all of the simulations reported in Ref. 1 only had terra
boundaries perpendicular to the fast-diffusion direction~and
periodic boundary conditions in the slow direction! and
hence Moet al. never actually simulated denuded zones
the slow direction.

We have done additional simulations exploring the con
quences of anisotropic sticking coefficients since on Si~001!
terraces the sticking probability atSA steps appears to b
smaller than the sticking probability at theSB steps.3,12 This
can be a factor for growth experiments on rectangular-sha
Si~001! terraces with^110& oriented boundaries, in which
case the fast- and slow-diffusion directions are perpendic
to a boundingSA andSB step, respectively. When the prob
ability p of a diffusing particle adhering to a wall, an islan
or another mobile particle is different for a particle movin
in the fast direction from that for a particle moving in th
slow direction, anisotropy will be introduced into th
denuded-zone widths quite independently3 of the difference
betweenD f andDs . We have looked at the case ofp51 in
the slow direction but as small as 0.01 in the fast directi
In these simulations islands are treated as points to a
confusing the consequences of anisotropicp with those of
anisotropic islands. However, both isotropic and anisotro
diffusion have been simulated. Further, we have looked
cases in which, in the fast direction,p is the same for colli-

ts

FIG. 7. For the case of extremely anisotropic~one-dimensional!
islands, the logarithm ofr w divided by the logarithm ofr D is shown
as a function ofr D for D f51(j), 2 (h), 4 (d), 8 (s), 16 (m),
32 (n), 64 (¹), 128 (¹), 256 (l), 512 (L) in arbitrary units.
4-5
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sions with walls as with islands or other diffusing particl
and also cases in whichp is unity for collisions with islands
and diffusing particles but less than unity for collisions w
walls. Figure 8 displaysr w as a function ofp for the two
cases just described; (s) is for p,1 only for encounters
with walls, and (h) is for p,1 for encounters with walls
islands, and diffusing particles. A typical~middle of the
range! D f is used withr D51; the results are quite insens
tive to the precise value ofD f . Because the island densit
profiles in the fast and slow directions do not have the sa
shape whenpÞ1, the denuded-zone widths depend on
criterion one employs to define the edge of the zone~for
example, an island density 50%, 60%, or 70% of the den
at the terrace center!. Hencer W is affected by this criterion;
for a range of reasonable criteria,r w can vary by;0.1 for
the smaller values ofp. Here, as elsewhere in the simul
tions, we used 60% as the criterion. One sees thatr w de-
creases markedly asp decreases and that there is not a hu
difference between the two cases. One may conclude th
there is a reduction inp in the fast direction, one should se
a reduced value ofr w as compared with thep51 case. With
regard to extracting the diffusion ratior D from r w , this
means that the actual value ofr D would be larger than one
would estimate if isotropic sticking were assumed.

We can investigate the relative importance of anisotro
sticking as compared with anisotropic diffusion by looking
r w as a function ofr D for variousp. Figure 9 displaysr w
againstr D for ~from top to bottom! p50.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05,
0.02, and 0.01, withp the same for particles encounterin
walls, islands, or other diffusing particles. The simulatio
use a single typicalD f and are not sensitive to that valu
The symbols show the simulation results. The cases witp
>0.1 differ relatively little from what one finds forp51,
suggesting that so long as the sticking coefficient is not
than about 0.1, one may obtain a reasonable value ofD f /Ds
from experimental measurements of the ratioWf /Ws by us-
ing the ruleD f /Ds'(Wf /Ws)

2. However, forp,0.1, Fig. 9

FIG. 8. r w is plotted against the sticking coefficientp in the x
direction for isotropic diffusion with a typicalD f ; the sticking co-
efficient in they direction is unity; the points (s) are for reduced
sticking only at the walls while points (h) are for reduced sticking
for encounters with walls, islands, and other diffusing particles.
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shows that this rule will produce quite significant errors, a
hence for systems where denuded zones are measured
two boundaries with highly anisotropic sticking, the ru
D f /Ds'(Wf /Ws)

2 will not be accurate.
With specific regard to Si~001!, we note that the condition

p.0.1 appears to be satisfied at relatively hi
temperatures13,14 (.640°C), where the step mobilityG for
~global! SA and SB steps has been found to be nearly t
same. This indicates thatSA and SB steps have nearly the
same sticking probability at these temperatures, since
step mobility is directly proportional to the step-edg
attachment/detachment ratek. In contrast, the conditionp
.0.1 may not be satisfied for Si~001! at lower temperatures
where highly anisotropic sticking has been direc
observed.3,12 In this case, the denuded-zone ratioWf /Ws can
be used to estimateD f /Ds only if special care is taken~as
was taken by Mo,et al.3! to compare only denuded zone
along boundaries with similar sticking. This is possible to
on vicinal Si~001! surfaces witĥ 110& oriented miscut, pro-
vided the sticking at an ‘‘up-step’’ can be shown to be nea
the same as at a ‘‘down-step.’’ But this is not possible to
with extremely large terraces formed by ‘‘flattening’’ litho
graphically defined craters, which are required to study
very large denuded zones that occur at elevated growth t
peratures. Fortunately, as discussed above, sticking atSA and
SB steps appears to be much more symmetric at elev
temperatures.13,14

III. CONTINUUM MODEL OF THE FORMATION
OF DENUDED ZONES

We next consider denuded-zone formation at much hig
temperature, where a critical island consists of several h
dreds of adparticles.9 This nucleation condition is much
harder to simulate with direct MC techniques, both beca
the simulations must be much longer to grow the necessa
large islands and because a larger cell should be use
accommodate numerous islands, each of which occupies
eral thousand sites. Consequently, in this section emphas

FIG. 9. r w is shown as a function ofr D for a typicalD f and with
sticking coefficients in the fast direction of 0.5 (h), 0.2 (s), 0.1
(n), 0.05 (¹), 0.02 (L), and 0.01 (j).
4-6
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on a continuum model of island nucleation and denud
zone formation, although some limited large-scale simulat
results are also reported. The continuum model considers
spatial and temporal evolution of adparticle concentrat
and nucleation rather than tracking the motion of each ad
ticle. The main conclusion from this modeling is that t
denuded-zone ratio scales with the diffusion constant rati
Wf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

b, with b close to 1/2 for a wide range o
conditions; that is consistent with the results of our M
simulations.

The model is designed to closely match the experime
conditions of high-temperature (530–700°C) nucleation a
growth studied by Nielsenet al.,11 who used low-energy
electron microscopy~LEEM! to observe Si island nucleatio
on large (.5 mm) step-free Si(001)-(231) terraces pre-
pared by the method proposed by Tanakaet al.15 A primary
difference in the studies of Nielsenet al. from previous
LEEM studies of Si island coarsening by Barteltet al.16 is
that Nielsen and co-workers observed nucleation and gro
at constant temperature, whereas Bartelt and co-workers
posited Si at room temperature followed by coarsening
higher temperature (670 °C).

Figure 10 shows a typical nucleation sequence on
;5 mm36 mm rectangular terrace measured at 560 °C a
using a Si deposition flux of 0.2 ML/min. We note two ma
features from this sequence. First, at the time that isla
start to be visible somewhat clearly to LEEM, Fig. 10~a!,
around 2 s after the start of growth, they appear almost
multaneously and uniformly across the central part of
terrace, leaving well-defined denuded zones around the
race edges.~In reality, the actual island nucleation wou
occur before we could see the islands in LEEM because
islands whose sizes are close to critical islands are still
small to be visible due to the limitations on the spatial re
lution of LEEM.! The denuded zones in the fast-diffusio
direction are clearly larger than those in the slow direct
@arrows in Fig. 10~b!#. During subsequent growth, the exis
ing islands generally increase in size, but there is very li
nucleation of new islands. These basic features w
present11 for the same flux and at deposition temperatu
ranging from 530 °C to 700 °C

These observations suggest the following picture of isla
nucleation: After the Si flux is turned on att50, the adpar-
ticle concentrationc(x,y,t) increases uniformly over the ter
race except close to the edges where it is suppresse
step-edge sticking. Afterc(x,y,t) has reached a certain crit
cal value ~several percent above the equilibriu
concentration9! nucleation starts to occur. Since nucleati
depends strongly9 on c(x,y,t) and c(x,y,t) is almost con-
stant over the central part of the terrace, initial island nuc
ation occurs almost simultaneously throughout this regi
Very soon after these islands appear and start to grow,
deplete surrounding areas of adparticles. Shortly therea
~at a time we designate aststop) the island depletion zone
start to overlap and quickly suppress new nucleation. T
islands continue to grow as they absorb deposited Si, but
new islands form.

To model and test this scenario, we assume a set of
and adparticle parameters, includingD f , which are appropri-
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ate for a given experimental growth condition; these para
eters are obtained from the literature.7–9,13,17We then solve
the time-dependent diffusion equation to model how the
particle concentrationc(x,y,t) increases with time and the
estimate the time-integrated island densityv(x,y,t) across
the terrace using an expression for the island nucleation
proposed by Theis and Tromp.9 The solution is obtained up
to the timetn when the area-integrated total number of
landsV(t) is equal to themeasurednumber of islands for
that growth condition. We then determine the size of the f
(Wf) and slow (Ws) denuded zones by finding the conto
along which island densityv(x,y,t) is equal to a fixed frac-
tion g ~we tried 70% or 90%! of the value at the center of th
terrace. Finally, we comparer w5Wf /Ws to the diffusion
constant ratior D5D f /Ds . It is clear that a major assump
tion in this model is that the timetn corresponds reasonabl
to the timetstop when nucleation is strongly suppressed. F
an extremely wide range of assumed parameter values~giv-
ing a range of values fortn) we always find Wf /Ws
'(D f /Ds)

b, with b close to 1/2. This general conclusion

FIG. 10. LEEM images of island formation on a rectangu
terrace (;6 mm35 mm) at ~a! 2 s and~b! 16 s, after starting Si
deposition at 560 °C with a deposition rate of 0.2 ML/min.
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TABLE I. Model parameter values at 560 °C referred to the literature in the ta
R53.531023 ML/s.

ceq (nm22) D f (nm2/s) b ~eV/nm! G (nm3/s) kA'kB ~nm/s!

0.02587~Ref. 17! 6.13105 ~Refs. 7 and 8! 0.072~Ref. 13! 19.60~Refs. 9 and 13! 8.713103 ~Ref. 9!
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further supported by several representative MC simulati
we have done~see below! in the large-critical-cluster regime

We now describe the model calculations in more det
Prior to island nucleation, the adparticle concentrat
c(x,y,t) is governed by a time-dependent diffusio
equation,18,19

D f

]2c~x,y,t !

]x2
1Ds

]2c~x,y,t !

]y2
1R5

]c~x,y,t !

]t
, ~1!

whereD f and Ds are, as above, the diffusion constants
adparticles parallel~fast! and perpendicular~slow! to the sur-
face dimer rows, respectively, andR is the Si deposition rate
Equation~1! is subject to the following boundary condition
at the terrace boundary:18,20

D f

]c~x,y,t !

]x
57kA@c~6L f /2,y,t !2ceq#, ~2!

Ds

]c~x,y,t !

]y
57kB@c~x,6Ls/2,t !2ceq#, ~3!

where kA,B is the adparticle attachment rate atSA,B step
edges, andceq is the equilibrium adparticle concentratio
The geometry of the terrace is roughly rectangular, the
race size in the fast direction (L f) is '6 mm and that in the
slow direction (Ls) is '5 mm. The boundary condition bal
ances the net diffusion current toward the step edge with
net rate at which adparticles attach to the step edge.

The nucleation rate of stable islands based on homo
neous nucleation theory has been given9,21 as

v~x,y,t !52ApN
G

a3kBT
ce2baApN ~4!

which we rewrite as

v~x,y,t !5
2bpG

a2kBT
S c

ln~c/ceq!
DexpF2

A

ln~c/ceq!
G , ~5!

whereA is (abAp/kBT)2, a250.29 nm2 is the squared lat-
tice spacing for a diffusing adparticle, assumed here to b
dimer,6,7,17,19N is the number of dimers in a critical nucleu
G is the step mobility, which is related to the step attachm
rate by18 k5G/(a4ceq), andb is the step-free energy.

Table I lists the parameters used in this modeling for
assumed temperatureT5560°C. All these parameters ar
temperature dependent. For the model results shown in F
11–13, we have fixed the fast diffusion constant8 D f
>6.13105 nm2/s, and then variedDs so thatr D assumes the
values of 1,101/2,10,103/2,102,105/2, and 103.
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Figure 11 shows how the total island numberV(t) varies
with the deposition time forr D5103/2. We see thatV(t)
increases very abruptly after the ‘‘first’’ island nucleates
t>0.11 s untilV(t)>177 ~the measured number of island
at 560 °C att>0.17 s). These numbers somewhat cor
spond to the experiment, where the actual island nuclea
was expected to occur well before it became visible
LEEM at t>2 s.

Figure 12 shows profiles of the adparticle concentrat
c(x,y,t) and the island densityv(x,y,t) in the ~a! fast and
~b! slow directions forr D5103/2, at the timet5tn when
nucleation is assumed to stop. We see that bothc(x,y,t) and
v(x,y,t) are roughly constant around the center of the t
race, and are suppressed at the terrace edges with lo
range suppression in the fast-diffusion direction. Howev
the suppression is significantly stronger forv(x,y,t) than for
c(x,y,t). This is due to the strong dependence on adpart
concentration of the island nucleation rate as shown in
~5!. Our modeling is consistent with the experimental obs
vation of relatively distinct denuded-zone boundaries. T
arrows in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! indicate the fast and slow
denuded-zone widths, respectively, assuming a 70% crite
for the denuded-zone boundary.

Figure 13 shows the relation between the ratio of
denuded-zone widths and the ratio of the diffusion consta
obtained from measuring the denuded-zone widths for dif
ent values ofr D . Our finding is consistent with the relatio
r w5r D

b whereb is very nearly 1/2. To see whether or not th
arbitrariness in choosing any particular value of island d
sity to define the denuded-zone width affects the exponenb,
we use two different fractions 70% and 90% for this purpo

FIG. 11. Number of stable islands depending on deposition t
at 560 °C forr D5103/2; it reaches one around 0.11 s and;177~the
number observed in the experiment! around 0.17 s after starting S
deposition.
4-8
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SIMULATIONS OF DENUDED-ZONE FORMATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 245404 ~2003!
Although the denuded-zone width itself in each directi
definitely depends on the choice, the ratio of the denud
zone widths in the fast and slow directions is quite insen
tive to it.

In Fig. 14 we show as solid discs the locations of lar
islands~ones that grow indefinitely when there is a rain
atoms on the surface! found from a MC simulation of a sys
tem measuring 400034000 sites. The simulation is muc
like the ones described in Sec. II except that now diffus

FIG. 12. Adparticle concentrations with respect to equilibriu
adparticle concentration~dotted lines! and stable island densitie
with respect to the terrace center density~solid lines! in the ~a! fast
and ~b! slow directions at 560 °C forr D5103/2 when the island
number reaches;177 observed in experiment; the arrows repres
the denuded zones in both directions based on a 70% criterion
the denuded-zone boundary.

FIG. 13. r w vs r D at 560 °C: The slope~on a log-log plot! is
0.4860.002.
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particles are spawned by the walls and by the islands th
selves. There are numerous new parameters entering t
simulations; they have been chosen so that in equilibri
~with R50) the fraction of occupied sites on the terrace
on the order of 1/2 of a percent and also so that in the p
ence of a rain of atoms, the critical cluster size is at le
several hundred to one thousand particles. There is no si
critical cluster size because whether any given island gro
indefinitely or evaporates depends to some extent on its
mediate environment. The discs do not represent the size
the islands which range from one thousand to several th
sand particles. The islands are not actually isotropic in sh
but are rather some two times as large in the slow direc
as in the fast direction, a shape obtained by simply rearra
ing particles once they are added to an island and chose
replicate the shape observed in experiments at elev
temperatures.19 For this particular simulation,r D59. One
can see clearly the denuded zones in the fast and slow d
tions. The solid lines represent a fit to the edges of the
nuded zones assuming the width in the fast direction is th
times as large as that in the slow direction. One may c
clude that the figure supports the ruler w'r D

1/2. Additional
simulations withr D51 andr D54 have been done and als
support this conclusion.

Physically, the relationr w'r D
1/2 makes good common

sense. As discussed above~and previously1! denuded-zone
formation is related to a characteristic maximum adparti
lifetime tn before it is incorporated into a step or an existi
island. This physically corresponds to the moment wh
nucleated islands on the terrace become sufficiently num
ous and large as to soak up diffusing adparticles, effectiv
suppressing the adparticle concentration and hence also
island nucleation. During this time, an adparticle can diffu
characteristic distancesAD ftn and ADstn in the fast- and
slow-diffusion directions, respectively. If an adparticle e
counters a step during this time, it may attach to the step
hence reduce the local adparticle concentration. Con

t
or

FIG. 14. The island distribution in a system measuri
400034000 sites withr D59. The lines represent a best fit to th
denuded-zone edges using a ratior w53. The critical cluster size in
this simulation is on the order of several hundred particles.
4-9
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quently, there will be ‘‘zones’’ of reduced adparticle conce
tration ~and hence reduced nucleated island density! of ap-
proximate widthWf}AD ftn andWs}ADstn bounding steps
that are oriented perpendicular to the fast- and slow-diffus
directions, respectively. Hence the ratio of denuded zone
approximatelyr W5Wf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

1/2. Consistently with
earlier discussion, this approximate relation only brea
down if sticking at step edges is highly anisotropic, since t
would also affect the relative sizes ofWf and Ws , quite
independently ofD f andDs .

We note that a similar relation was also assumed by
et al.,22 who measured the annealing-inducedextensionof
denuded zones in the fast and slow directions on Si~001!, as
a function of sample annealing timetanneal after depositing
Si at room temperature. They observed anisotro
annealing-induced denuded zones, which followed the
proximate relationW(tanneal)'Atanneal in both the fast and
slow directions. They then assumed thatWf ,s(tanneal)
'AD f ,stanneal in each direction, from which follows the re
lation Wf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

1/2.

IV. SUMMARY

By using MC simulations and a continuum model, w
have studied how the formation of denuded zones is rela
to adparticle diffusion during growth on surfaces with anis
tropic diffusion. In the limit of small critical clusters consis
ing of just two adparticles~low-temperature!, our MC simu-
lations demonstrate that the relative size of denuded zone
the fast- and slow-diffusion directions is proportional to t
ratio of diffusion constants raised to a power close to 1
i.e., Wf /Ws'(D f /Ds)

b, b'1/2. The same relation was ob
tained in the large-critical-cluster limit~high temperature!
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